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ABSTRACT
We study the e e ts of a hes on basi graph and hashing algorithms and show how a he
e e ts in uen e the best solutions to these problems. We study the performan e of basi data
stru tures for storing lists of values and use these results to design and evaluate algorithms for
hashing, Breadth-First-Sear h (BFS) and Depth-First-Sear h (DFS).
For the basi data stru tures we show that array-based lists are mu h faster than linked list
implementations for sequential a ess (often by a fa tor of 10). We also suggest a linked list
variant whi h improves performan e. For lists of boolean values, we show that a bit-ve tor type
approa h is faster for s ans than either an integer or hara ter array. We give a fairly pre ise
hara terization of the performan e as a fun tion of list and a he size. Our experiments also
provide a fairly simple set of tests to explore these basi hara teristi s on a new omputer
system.
The basi data stru ture performan e results translate fairly well to DFS and BFS implementation. For dense graphs an adja en y matrix using a bit-ve tor is the universal winner
(often resulting in speedups of a fa tor of 20 or more over an integer adja en y matrix), while
for sparse graphs an array-based adja en y list is best.
We study three lassi al hashing algorithms: haining, double hashing and linear probing.
Our experimental results show that, despite the theoreti al superiority of double hashing and
haining, linear probing often outperforms both for random lookups. We explore variations on
these traditional algorithms to improve their spatial lo ality and hen e a he performan e. Our
results also suggest the optimal table size for a given setting.
More details on these experiments an be found at: http://theory. s.u davis.edu/

1.

Introdu tion

Helping programmers reate eÆ ient ode is an important goal of the study of algorithms. Many
major ontributions have been made in algorithm design, but some of these results need to be
revisited to a ount for hara teristi s of modern pro essors. Design and analysis whi h fo uses
solely on instru tion ount may lead to faulty designs and misleading analysis. Ca hing as well as
other features of the ma hine ar hite ture may hange the best strategies for designing algorithms.
The importan e of these e e ts is in reasing as pro essor speeds outstrip memory a ess time with
the a he-miss penalty now over 100 ma hine y les on high-performan e pro essors.
By measuring and analyzing the performan e of fundamental data stru tures and algorithms we
hope to provide a basi foundation for the design and evaluation of more omplex algorithms. In
this paper we study two fundamental topi s using this approa h: graph algorithms and hashing.
1 This
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We show that signi ant performan e improvements an be gained by using data stru tures and
algorithms whi h take ar hite tural features into a ount. We rst study the performan e of basi
data stru tures in isolation and then use the indi ated stru tures for Breadth-First-Sear h (BFS)
Depth-First-Sear h (DFS) [7℄ and hashing. We also onsider ways to predi t performan e and give
indi ations of the e e tiveness of these predi tions by measurements of both a tual run time and
other statisti s su h as a he misses and number of instru tions exe uted.
Our results show that the data stru tures for graphs found in almost all the standard texts
often have mu h worse performan e than simple alternatives. Sin e the extra overhead for using the
standard data stru ture an be a fa tor of ten or more, it is well worth onsidering the performan e
e e ts we study when eÆ ien y is important.
The Di tionary problem, where keys may be inserted, deleted and looked up, is one of the most
fundamental uses of omputers, and hashing is often the method of hoi e for solving it. Thus it
is important to nd the best pra ti al hashing s hemes and to understand the empiri al behavior
of hashing. While hashing algorithms have been studied extensively under traditional ost models,
there has been little prior work fo using on their a he e e ts.
The desire to understand how di erent algorithms perform in pra ti e has led to a re ent in rease
in the experimental study of algorithms. There have been a number of experimental studies of graph
algorithms whi h fo us on important problems su h as shortest paths [9, 5℄, minimum spanning
trees (MST) [17℄, network ow and mat hing [1, 4, 10, 19℄, and min- ut algorithms [6℄. These
experiments provide valuable insight into the performan e of di erent algorithms and an suggest
new algorithmi hoi es. The authors of these studies reasonably spend most of their e ort on the
higher level algorithm details, so these papers have typi ally had a very limited dis ussion of the
basi representation issues we dis uss in this paper. In addition, we hope our results will help future
experimental studies by suggesting good supporting data stru tures.
When doing experiments it is important to understand whi h variables an a e t results. In many
experimental papers (in luding all of those listed in the prior paragraph), the a he hara teristi s of
the ma hines used are not even listed. In addition, in some of these studies di erent data stru tures
were used for di erent algorithms whi h were being ompared (for example linked lists for one and
arrays for another). This shows the general la k of fo us on these issues by experimenters.

1.1. Related Work

Be ause of its importan e, ompiler writers have spent onsiderable e ort on generating ode with
good lo ality [3℄, however substantial additional improvements an be gained by proper algorithm
design. Moret and Shapiro dis uss a he e e ts on graph algorithms in their MST paper [17℄. They
omment that data a hing and performan e is a e ted by the method used to store a graph. They
attempt to normalize for ma hine e e ts by using running times relative to the time needed to s an
the adja en y stru ture. More re ently, several resear hers have fo used on designing algorithms
to improve a he performan e by improving the lo ality of the algorithms [16, 13, 14℄. Lebe k and
Wood fo used on re oding the SPEC ben hmarks, and also developed a a he-pro ler to help in the
design of faster algorithms. LaMar a and Ladner ame up with improved heap and later sorting
algorithms by improving lo ality. They also developed a new methodology for analyzing a he e e ts
[15℄. While we didn't dire tly use their analysis tools sin e they were for dire t-mapped a hes and
somewhat di erent a ess patterns, our analysis does use some of their ideas.
These papers show that substantial improvements in performan e an be gained by improving
data lo ality. Our results are similar in spirit to these but ta kle di erent data stru tures and target
di erent algorithms. Also, our approa h fo uses more on trying to understand the basi e e ts
ar hite tural features an have by studying them in simple settings.
A re ent hashing paper [20℄ develops a ollision resolution s heme whi h an redu e the probes
ompared to double hashing for some very spe ialized settings. However, sin e they only look at
probes rather than exe ution time they don't address the e e ts we study here.
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1.2. Result Summary

We start with the most basi data stru tures and ompare arrays and linked lists (LL) for storing
a sequen e of integers when the basi operation is to s an onse utive elements in the list (with s ans
of an adja en y list stru ture or linear probing/ haining in mind). In this ase reading all elements
of an array an be 10 times faster than the equivalent LL s an. In addition, the performan e gap
is larger for more re ent ma hines ompared with older ones, so this disparity may grow in the
future. By studying the ar hite ture and ompiler e e ts whi h slow down the LL implementation
we develop LL variants whi h are mu h faster (though still slower than an array).
For lists of boolean values (with an adja en y matrix for an unweighted graph as our target)
we ompare integer, hara ter and bitpa ked arrays (where all the bits in a 32 bit word are used
to store individual data elements). We show that even though the bitpa ked array s ans have
higher instru tion ounts (due to overhead for extra ting the bits), they outperform the integer and
(usually) hara ter arrays when the non-boolean list is too large to t in a he. The bit matrix is
often twi e as fast as alternatives for large lists.
We study algorithms for Depth-First-Sear h (DFS), Breadth-First-Sear h (BFS), and hashing.
For the graph algorithms we show that using a bitpa ked array always outperforms an integer array
(often by a fa tor of 20+ for BFS). In addition, the bitpa ked array outperforms an adja en y list
ex ept for sparse graphs. Our experiments also on rm the substantial gain from using an array
rather than a linked list to represent an adja en y list. Our results suggest that the best data
stru ture depends largely on graph size and average node degree but not on graph topology.
In our hashing experiments we show that among traditional s hemes Linear Probing is a lear
winner over double hashing and haining for both su essful and unsu essful sear h when the a ess
pattern is uniform and multiple table entries t in a single a he line. We suggest alternatives to
double hashing and haining whi h redu e a he misses and improve performan e. We are able to
model some of these settings to predi t performan e and the optimal size of a hash table.
2.

Experimental Setting

We ran our experiments on ve platforms: two DECstations, a 5000/25 and a 5000/240 (hen eforth referred to as DEC0 and DEC1), two types of DEC Alphas: an older one with a 21064 pro essor
and a newer one with a 21164 pro essor (Alpha0 and Alpha1) and a Pentium II (Pentium). We list
the a he hara teristi s of the ma hines below sin e those are used dire tly in our analysis. DEC0
and DEC1 have a 64K byte a he and use 16-byte a he blo ks. Both Alphas have an 8K byte
on- hip dire t mapped L1 data- a he and a 96K 3-way set-asso iative L2 a he (21064 is o - hip,
21164 is on- hip) and both use 32-byte a he blo ks [8℄. The Pentium runs at 266 Mhz, has an L1
a he of 16K for instru tion and 16K for data, both 4-way asso iative with 32-byte line size. The
L2 a he is 512K bytes and has a dire t 133 MHz bus. There is also a prefet h bu er whi h fet hes
a he blo k k + 1 whenever the urrent a ess is to blo k k .
Our programs were all written in C and ompiled under highest optimization using . We did
try alternative ompilers but found there wasn't too mu h variation in results. In reporting the
results we fo us primarily on the Alpha1 and Pentium II results sin e they are the most relevant for
urrent (and likely future) ma hines. However, we also report results on the older Alpha0 and the
DECstations to show the hanges whi h o ur with the move to newer ar hite tures. Fortunately
the best design hoi e varies little between the ve ma hines, though the degree of bene t varies
onsiderably.
3.

Basi

Data Stru ture Results

The following experiments study basi algorithms and data stru tures. This allow us to study
the performan e e e ts losely, and also to suggest simple and robust stru tures for others to use.
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Finally, it also gives a set of ben hmark routines whi h test the relative performan e on di erent
ma hines.

3.1. Arrays versus Linked Lists

We start by omparing two data stru tures for holding the integers 1 through n when our goal is
to s an these numbers. The main data stru tures we onsider are a length n array of 32-bit integers
(ARRAY) and a linked list of n nodes ea h of whi h ontains a 32-bit integer and a pointer to
the next node (LL) (32-bit pointers on the DECstations and Pentium, 64-bit pointers on the two
Alphas). Ea h LL node is allo ated by a all to mallo ().
On e the data stru tures are allo ated and initialized, we repeatedly pro ess the elements in
order and add up all the numbers in the list. This is used as a simple surrogate experiment to
represent a sequen e of onse utive memory reads (but no memory writes). The goal with respe t
to graph algorithms, is to represent the operation of s anning all neighbors in a node's adja en y
list where the list might be represented by an array or linked list.
Table 1 summarizes our basi data stru ture timing results. We list the per-element time in
nanose onds and the range of values of n (the number of items in the data stru ture) for whi h
this time holds (when times were similar over a range we report only the median value). LL-12 is a
linked list with 12 integers and one pointer per node.

Times in Nanose onds per Element

DEC0
DEC1
Alpha0
Integer List Results (Time followed by n = list size)
Time
n Time
n Time
n
Array
114 to 16K
71 to 16K
19
to 2K
410 > 16K
114 > 16K
35
3-128K
60
> 128K

Alpha1

to 4K
> 7K

34
141
387

to 256
512-16K
> 16K

131 to 8K
358 at 16K
529 > 16K

81 to 8K
115 at 16K
141 > 16K

Boolean list results
Char
114 to 64K
184 > 64K

27
39
50
86

to 1K
at 2K
to 64K
> 128K

Time
10
13
17
30
10
34-70
121-167
229
14
17
26
34

71 to 64K
81 > 64K

Bit

93

41
45
51
35

to 8K
to 512K
> 512K
all

27
28
30
12

LL

LL-12

144
1339

to 4K
> 7K

90
400

149 to 32K
157 > 64K
Table 1.

all

Pentium

n

to 2K
3-16K
32-128K
> 1M
to 256
to 4K
to 65K
> 128K
to 1K
2-16K
to 128K
> 128K
to 8K
to 128K
to 1M
all

n

Time
12
26
36

to 64K
128K
 256K

24
49
119
160
27
30
49
58

to 1024
2K-8K
32K
 64K
to 16K
to 64K
128K
> 128K

9
15

to 256K
 512K

15

all

Timings of Basi Data Stru tures for 5 Pro essors

For example, the top left entry shows that for an array of integers, the per-element time on
DEC0 is 114 nanose onds per-element for lists of up to 16K integers (whi h o upy 64K bytes), but
jumps to 410 nanose onds per element when the list is mu h above 16K elements and ex eeds the
64K byte a he.
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The integer list results show ARRAY is stri tly better than LL and an be more than 10 times
faster on the Alpha1 (13ns versus 128ns at n = 8K, 17ns versus 229ns at n = 128K) or Pentium (12ns
versus 160ns for n = 64K). This performan e gap is almost entirely explained by a he e e ts. When
both data stru tures are small enough to t entirely in the fastest (L1) a he they have omparable
running times (ex ept on the Pentium where LL is twi e as slow even on small lists). However, as
soon as the size ex eeds that of the L1 a he for LL, its performan e jumps. This is parti ularly
serious sin e the L1 a he is ex eeded for quite small lists.
A lose look explains this e e t quite learly. Re all that the Alpha and Pentium L1 a he use
32-byte blo ks. Ea h a he miss brings eight 4-byte integers into the a he, and on the Pentium
a prefet h starts for the next eight. The LL uses more spa e per data element, parti ularly sin e
mallo () allo ates 32 bytes on the Alphas and 16 bytes on the DECstations and Pentium, even
though only 12 and 8 are needed. Thus, ea h node a ess is in a separate a he line (ex ept 2 per
line on the Pentium) and only one data element is brought into the a he on a miss. On all ma hines
the better spatial lo ality of the array stru ture greatly redu es its total a he misses when the array
is too large to be ontained in the L1 a he.
For an array, on the Alpha the total number of L1 a he misses is roughly n=8 when the array
ex eeds the L1 a he size, while LL has almost exa tly n a he misses. The 32-bytes/node for LL
also explains why its performan e degrades signi antly when n goes to 512 on the Alpha and its
memory use ex eeds the size of the L1 a he, while the Array performan e does not drop until n
goes above 2048 (sin e 512  32 bytes = 2048  4 bytes = 8K = size of L1 a he). There is also a
se ond (expe ted) drop in performan e when the data stru ture ex eeds the size of the L2 a he (at
96K bytes) on the Alphas.
On the Pentium we also see the LL performan e drop when the size ex eeds the L1 a he size
(1024  16 bytes), and again when its size ex eeds the L2 a he size of 512K = 32K  16. However,
the ARRAY performan e does not drop when its size ex eeds the L1 a he size, but only when it
rea hes the L2 a he size (at 128K  4 bytes). This is a strong statement on the e e tiveness of the
prefet hing for sequential a ess. Ea h time we enter a new a he line, those data are already in the
prefet h bu er.
Despite the large di eren e in running times, pro ling shows that the array and linked list s ans
use the same number of instru tions. Thus the time di eren e is due to memory e e ts.
We also stored multiple data values in a single linked list node. This pa king of data values an
greatly improve the performan e of the LL stru ture. When two data items are stored in ea h node,
the number of a he misses is roughly ut in half sin e the LL nodes have the same size as in the
single data-item ase.
On Alpha1 two-item-pa king uts the s an time in half (when the data ex eed the L1 a he size).
In fa t up to four 4-byte integers an be put in a node without in reasing the 32-byte size allo ated
by mallo (). Using nodes with four data-items per node results in an almost 4-fold speedup. We
also tried using 12 data items per node (12 is the maximum number for a 64 byte allo ation by
mallo ()). This resulted in a 7-fold speedup ompared to the single node LL, but this still makes
it almost 50% slower than ARRAY.
Our experiments using Atom [21℄ to study the a he misses on Alpha1 shows very mu h what
we predi ted. When n ex eeds the a he size there are almost exa tly n=8 a he misses for ARRAY
re e ting the 8-word a he blo k brought in by ea h miss. For LL there are almost exa tly n a he
misses sin e ea h node uses an entire 32-byte a he line. Similarly, when we pa k four data items
per node, we now get four data items per a he line and n=4 a he misses.

3.2. Boolean Arrays of Integers, Chara ters and Bits

We study the best way to store a boolean array. Our motivation is for an adja en y matrix of
an unweighted graph (as in BFS, topologi al sorting, and mat hing). We tested: an array of 4-byte
integers (INT), an array of 1-byte hara ters (CHAR), and an array of bits (BIT) with 32 boolean
values pa ked into a 4-byte integer.
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As in the prior se tion, our test is to step through the array sequentially and add up all the values
(in this ase the bits). Pro ling this ode shows that the bit s an takes 50% more instru tions than
for the integer array. However, the improved lo ality more than makes up for this extra work. We
ould have also sped up the bit extra tion by exploiting word-level parallelism (e.g. by table lookup
for 8 or 16 bit blo ks), but we avoided this sin e it may not generalize to other uses of the boolean
array.

3.3. Results

The boolean list results of Table 1 show the timing e e ts for our settings. INT had the same
results as Array (top table line). The only di eren e is adding ones instead of integers 1 through
n. For the bit array the time per element is almost onstant on ea h of the ma hines for all array
sizes. This is not surprising sin e a a he line brings in 128 (DEC) or 256 (Alphas/Pentium) bits so
any a he miss penalty is amortized over so mu h work it has a negligible e e t. For CHAR there
is only a small variation in per-element ost on the Alphas and DEC1, and a 50% hange in ost on
the DECstation and the Pentium. The higher CHAR ost on the Alphas re e ts their extra ost for
byte-level operations. We expe t only a small hange in ost as n varies sin e 32 data elements are
being brought in with a a he line on the Alphas and Pentium.
Thus BIT is an attra tive solution for large boolean arrays, and has its biggest gains over an
integer array on the newer ma hines. Two other plus fa tors for BIT: (1) a esses to BIT will be
less likely to evi t other data items in the a he, and (2) a esses may be able to exploit wordlevel parallelism to redu e running time (as we do in our BFS and DFS programs). However, if an
appli ation only uses a few bits of the word in a window of time, then the performan e may be worse
than in our tests.
4.

Graph Algorithm Results

Our graph experiments fo used on the main graph traversal algorithms: DFS and BFS. We show
that the performan e predi ted by the analysis above is exhibited by these algorithms.
We ran experiments on graphs from Knuth's Stanford GraphBase [12℄ and internally generated
random graphs. GraphBase generates a variety of graphs whi h are both standard and available.
We onsidered a range of graphs, but there was little di eren e in performan e between random
and stru tured graphs of the same size and density. This suggests that our results are largely
independent of topology and rest primarily on the graph's density as dis ussed below. Thus we
present here a representative subset taken from random undire ted unweighted graphs with edges
uniformly distributed over the verti es.
We fo used on ve data stru tures to represent our graphs: three adja en y lists, and two were
adja en y matri es. The three adja en y list implementations were (1) a linked list, alled \LL"
above, (2) an array-based adja en y list [9℄, and (3) a \blo ked" linked list where ea h node of the list
ontains multiple data items. The two adja en y matrix implementations were (1) a two-dimensional
array of integers, and (2) a two-dimensional array of bits.
Results were olle ted on all platforms, but we fo us on the Alpha1 results, noting signi ant
di eren es where they o ur.
In BFS when we visit a vertex we he k all of its neighbors to determine whi h are unvisited
(and add these to a queue). This operation is lose to the s ans dis ussed in se tion 3, so we expe t
the performan e to generally re e t the results we saw for those basi data stru tures. In DFS we
he k neighbors until we hit an unvisited vertex, then hange verti es, so we see less spatial lo ality
than with BFS. DFS is further from the basi experiments, but still lose enough for those results
to provide good indi ations of performan e.
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4.1. Overall Results
For an n node graph with average vertex degree d our experiments showed that d and n=d

were the overriding fa tors a e ting the relative performan es of the algorithms on the various data
stru tures. Be ause DFS and BFS ea h look at an edge only on e, the issue of whether the graph
ts in a he is less important than if the algorithm examined edges multiple times. The degree d
a e ts the spatial lo ality (when a blo k of data is brought into a he, how many are neighbors of
the urrent node), and when d is small the fra tion of time spent on edge s anning is also smaller,
so the total speedup of the algorithm due to improving the edge s ans is redu ed. The ratio n=d is
riti al for the lassi tradeo between adja en y matrix stru tures and adja en y list stru tures.
We did experiments on a range of graphs, but present here a representative set of data for a
family of random graphs, all having 1,000 nodes and between 6,000 and 20,000 edges and generated
by the SGB. We present gures for these relatively small graphs for several reasons: (1) the SGB
allows a standard widely-available sour e for graphs, and we were not able to produ e mu h larger
random graphs with it on our platforms, (2) we were able to run experiments on all data stru tures
at this size (we ould not test an integer-based adja en y matrix for a 20,000 node graph sin e we
don't have 160M of memory to store it), and (3) experiments on larger graphs exhibited onsistent
performan e with these smaller graphs: using our internal graph generators (whi h are fast and
memory-eÆ ient) we tested random graphs with 5,000, 10,000, and 20,000 nodes; these graphs had
n=d values in the neighborhood of their tradeo points (see below). For example, on the Alpha1
platform, we tested graphs of 20,000 nodes and from 5.6 million to 6.4 million edges.
On all platforms the relative speedups between ompeting stru tures remained onstant and the
n=d tradeo point dis ussed below also remained onstant, for a given platform. On the Alpha1 the
tradeo onstant was about 33, while on the Pentium it was about 29.
By holding the number of nodes onstant and varying the number of edges in the experiments
presented, we were able to nd whi h of the various data stru tures performed best for ea h of the
graph densities. A plot of the running times on Alpha1 is presented in Figure 1.
The Y axis is the time, in se onds, for a BFS traversal. The integer adja en y matrix results are
omitted sin e they would plot a horizontal line at 0.055 level, well o the top of our gure.
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4.2. Bitpa ked versus Integer Adja en y Matri es

Our bitpa ked representation does vastly better than an integer array for all graphs tested,
typi ally running in 1/20 the time or less. There are several reasons for this large disparity.
A prin ipal ause is a he e e ts as dis ussed in se tion 3.2. The bitpa ked representation also
allows us to use several optimizations whi h exploit the inherent parallelism of word-level operations.
For example, when visit the neighbors of a vertex, we an mark these as visited by a bitwise-OR
of the adja en y bits into the bit array whi h tra ks the visited verti es. We potentially mark 32
neighbors as visited in parallel.
The time required for pa king and unpa king bits an be redu ed substantially by a few tri ks,
whi h we also employed. It is not always ne essary to shift and mask bits: we used te hniques whi h
extra t a pie e of the bit array (typi ally 4 or 8 bits) and then use a table lookup to qui kly nish
the operation.

4.3. Simple LL versus Array-Based and Blo ked LLs

In Figure 1, we see that an array-based adja en y list always beats the LL stru tures, and a
blo ked LL beats a simple LL. The gains in adopting the array-based or blo ked LLs are not as
large as they were in se tion 3, sin e a smaller portion of the overall running time of this test is
involved with s anning the adja en y lists. In se tion 3 the only task was to s an the list and add
up numbers.

4.4. LLs versus Bitpa ked Adja en y Matrix

The last two sub-se tions gave lear indi ations regarding the orre t hoi e of data stru ture
when de iding between the pair being ompared. In this setting, however, the better performer
depends on the graph. This is ompletely expe ted: for sparse graphs with large n=d, the LL implementations need to s an only d items on average to pro ess a given vertex whereas any adja en y
matrix representation will require a s an of n obje ts. However, as we see from Figure 1, as n=d falls,
the times for the LL stru tures in rease linearly while the adja en y matrix times remain roughly
onstant. For our experiments the break-even point for the simple LL and the blo ked LL is when
n=d is about 70 (this is 7000 on the horizontal axis of Figure 1) and for the array-based LL the
break-even point o urs at around n=d = 33. These numbers held onstant over all graphs tested
on Alpha1. On the other platforms there were similar onstant trade-o points.
We should note that the algorithms tested here, BFS and DFS, were quite simple and perhaps
atypi al of many graph algorithms in that ea h data obje t was read only on e. Although we did
not experiment with other algorithms, we suspe t that algorithms whi h a ess obje ts more than
on e, parti ularly with good spatial lo ality, would bene t even more from the ni e behavior of the
bitpa ked adja en y matrix. This requires further exploration.
5.

Hashing

Chaining, double hashing and linear probing [7, 11℄ are the three most lassi hashing algorithms.
Traditionally, haining and double hashing are onsidered superior to linear probing be ause they
disperse the keys better and thus require fewer probes. Our experiments show, however, that at
least for uniform a esses, linear probing is fastest for insertions, su essful sear hes and unsu essful
sear hes. This is true unless the table is almost 100% full or an be stored entirely in the L1 a he.
Sin e it is rarely a good idea to have the hash table that full, linear probing seems to be the lear
winner in the settings we onsidered.

5.1. Experimental Setting

We did experiments on both Alphas and the DECstations, but we fo us here on the results
for Alpha1 (the results for the other ma hines were generally similar). We used 8-byte keys on the
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Figure 2. Time expense of insertions on the ALPHA. The X-axis is the load factor.
The Y-axis is the average time in nanoseconds to insert a key. Insertions start with
an empty table and end at the load factor on the X-axis. The table has 4M key slots.

Alpha1 and our tables ontained only keys (plus 8-byte pointers for haining). We hose hash(key) =
key mod T as the hash fun tion, where T is the table size. Table size is the maximum number
of keys a table an hold. We distinguish table size from table spa e, whi h is the memory spa e a
table o upies. To get a table with n keys we generate n random 32 bit integers and insert them
into an empty table using the appropriate hashing s heme. Sin e we used random keys, the modulo
fun tion suÆ ed as our hash fun tion.

5.1.1. Comparing Di erent S hemes

The performan e of a hashing s heme will largely be determined by the number of probes and
the number of a he misses. Double hashing (DH) and Chaining (C) do a good job of randomly
distributing keys through the table. This redu es their number of probes, but also gives them very
poor spatial lo ality. Su essive probes looking for a key are almost ertain to be in di erent a he
blo ks. Linear probing (LP) has ex ellent spatial lo ality but uses more probes. Figure 2 shows
learly that LP beats both DH and C for random insertions as long as the table is less than 80%
full. The same results hold for su essful sear h sin e the same probe sequen es are used, and LP is
also the best s heme for unsu essful sear h, though its margin is somewhat smaller. Linear probing
ontinued to be the best s heme over a wide range of table sizes where the number of keys did not
t into L1 a he but the table t in main memory. When the key set size was small enough to t
entirely in L1 a he LP lost its advantage. LP's performan e is well explained by its fewer a he
misses whi h is detailed in the next se tion and by the analysis in se tion 5.3.2.

5.2. Analysis of the Number of Ca he misses

We used Atom [21℄ to simulate our algorithms' a he behavior. We simulated a dire t-mapped
single-level a he whi h is the same as the DECstation a he. We hose to simulate the DECstation
a he be ause a single-level a he would make our experimental results easier to analyze.
The number of a he misses roughly tra ked the timing performan e in Figure 2 and the analysis
we do in se tion 5.3.2. Linear probing is a bit better than the a he-miss urves suggest and haining
somewhat worse. This may be due to the simpler address al ulations in linear probing or due to
easier optimizations of non-pointer based ode by the ompiler.

5.3. New Hashing S hemes

We designed variants on DH and C to improve their spatial lo ality. In pa ked double hashing
PDH, we hash a key to a table entry whi h ontains multiple key slots. The number of key slots in
a table entry is set so that a table entry has exa tly the same size as a a he blo k. When a key x is
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hashed to entry i, the slots in that entry are examined sequentially. If x is not found and the entry
has no empty slots, we ompute a se ond hash fun tion h2 (x) as in double hashing, and examine
entries (i + in rement) mod T , (i + 2in rement) mod T , ..., until x or an empty slot is found
(note that now T represents the number of table entries, ea h of whi h ontains multiple key slots).
In Pa ked Chaining (PC), instead of storing one key and one pointer in a table entry or list node,
we store multiple keys and one pointer, so that a table entry or list node has the same size as a
a he blo k. When a key is hashed to a table entry, the key slots in that table entry are examined
sequentially. If the the key or an empty slot is not found, we next he k su essive nodes in the
asso iated linked list.
Figure 2 also reports the performan e of PDH and PC. We see that they both improve on their
normal versions, but they still perform less well than LP for moderate load fa tors. Measurements
show that PDH and PC have the fewest a he misses of any of the s hemes, however, they use more
probes than linear probing for load fa tors below 0.8. However, these s hemes do have the advantage
that their performan e is more stable as the load fa tor in reases ompared to LP.
Our su essful and unsu essful sear h results assume uniform a ess patterns. If the a ess
pattern is skewed (as is true in many real appli ations) the number of a he misses will de rease and
therefore haining and double hashing may perform better. Minimizing probes will also be more
important if key omparison is more expensive, and lo ality for linear probing will be redu ed if
other data is in the hash table or the keys are larger.

5.3.1. Optimal Table Size

In addition to the ollision resolution s heme, the other main design hoi e in hashing is the
table size. In a a he setting there is a tradeo sin e a larger table will redu e the number of probes
but may also in rease the per entage of probes whi h are a he misses. We see in Figure 2 that the
performan e of all the hashing s hemes monotoni ally de rease as the load fa tor in reases. This
same trend was seen for su essful and unsu essful sear h and for a wide range of key set sizes
whi h did not t in L1 a he. However, as in Figure 2, the performan e was usually fairly at for
load fa tors in the 0.1 to 0.4 range.
It is also worth noting that sin e ea h s heme is best at relatively low load fa tors, and linear
probing is a lear winner at these low load fa tors, linear probing looks to be a lear winner when
one an predi t the number of keys, and the desired hash table size is bigger than the L1 a he but
ts in main memory.

5.3.2. Theoreti al Analysis

The expe ted number of probes for uniform hashing is well analyzed [11℄, but adding a a he
ompli ates things. However an approximate analysis helps explain the performan e in Figure 2.
Assume we have n keys in a table of size T , and a he apa ity C in units of table entries. Let
= n=T be the load fa tor and P the a he miss penalty. We assume a memory system with a
single a he, where B is the number of table entries whi h t into a a he blo k (so B = 4 on the
Alpha1 if we store 8-byte keys in the table).
If T is mu h larger than C we assume that ea h a ess to a new a he blo k is a miss. Thus every
probe for DH and C is a miss, and for LP if we do k probes in a single lookup, the rst probe is a
miss and subsequent probes have a 1=B han e of hitting a new blo k. Thus the expe ted number
of misses is 1 + (k 1)=B .
We now onsider DH and LP using the lassi results for their expe ted number of probes for
su essful sear h. When n=T = :5 the expe ted number of probes (and a he misses) for DH is
about 1.386 and 1.5 probes for LP. Thus if B = 4 as in our experiments, the expe ted number of
a he misses for LP is 1 + :5=4 = 1:125. When n=T = :8, DH takes 2 probes and LP 3, so LP has
1.5 expe ted misses ompared to DH's 2. Thus it is not surprising LP is faster at both these load
fa tors. A similar analysis an be done for haining as well.
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We an analyze unsu essful sear hes for Double Hashing more exa tly sin e ea h probe an be
viewed as hitting a random lo ation in the hash table, and ea h lo ation in the hash table is equally
likely to be in a he (these properties are not true for any other setting). For T > C , the probability
that ea h lo ation probed is not in the a he is approximated by (T T C ) (*). The expe ted number of
probes for a random unsu essful sear h is 1 1 [11℄. So the expe ted ost of a random unsu essful

lookup is 1 1 1 + T T C P
To study the behavior of this fun tion with respe t to T we take its derivative whi h is
P C (P + 1)n
(T n)2
The most interesting feature of the derivative is that it is always negative when n > C . Therefore
if the keys do not t in the a he, the expe ted ost keeps de reasing as we make the table bigger.
This is true regardless of P , the a he miss penalty. We an extend this analysis to a two level a he
as well, whi h shows that if n is larger than the size of the L2 a he it is optimal to keep in reasing
the table size (presumably up to the point where paging e e ts start and the models break down).
If the key set is bigger than the L1 a he but smaller than the L2 a he, the models suggest setting
T to the size of the L2 a he.
To test the predi tions of the models, we used a key set whi h was larger than the L2 a he and
varied the table size. The expe ted time for a random unsu essful sear h did de rease as the table
size in reased, and at approximately the rate suggested by the models.
Unfortunately, other settings are more omplex to model exa tly. Consider random su essful
sear hes in double hashing. The expe ted number of probes for a random su essful sear h is well
known, but the probability that a probe will be a a he hit is more ompli ated than in the prior
ase. First, only those a he blo ks whi h ontain at least one key will ever be a essed during a
su essful sear h. Thus equation (*) is immediately invalid if we perform only su essful sear hes.
In addition, a he blo ks whi h ontain di erent number of keys have di erent probabilities of being
in the a he. Consider the ase where there is room for 4 keys in a a he blo k. A blo k B4 with
four keys is approximately four times as likely as a blo k B1 with only one key to be in the a he,
sin e it is almost four times as likely a key in B4 was hit re ently than the key in B1 .
6.

Con lusions

We show that experimental studies of basi data stru tures provide useful insight into performan e. This an be used to hoose (and design) the proper data stru tures for larger appli ations.
There is onsiderable interesting followup work suggested by our results. For graphs the most
immediate is to apply our design suggestions to other graph algorithms. Mat hing and unit Network ow are the most dire t uses of our work sin e they use multiple s ans of the ar s in an
unweighted graph, possibly with multiple alls to BFS/DFS. Yet another extension is to apply a
similar investigation to other basi data stru tures.
For hashing there are several important additional areas to study. First, it is important to
onsider various data sizes asso iated with the keys and larger keys su h as strings. Se ond, it would
be good to onsider skewed a ess patterns, whi h o ur quite often in real appli ations. Third, it
would be good to study hashing when other memory intensive operations are being used.
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